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 is not only a book for keen amateurs who love simple, practical desserts Maja’s Desserts

– each recipe deliberately includes only a few ingredients to ensure that preparation is 

straightforward and easy – but also for the more ambitious dessert nerd. With recipes for 

all different kinds of ice cream, mousse, cream, ganache, jelly, tarts, cakes and sweets, 

you won’t be able to live without it. The book also offers loads of tips and tricks about 

handy techniques and essential gear. 

Maja guides the reader through the process of using a few simple elements – and a 

pinch of raspberry powder – to create gorgeous desserts. Her beautiful, pared-down 

style and passion for sweet treats are evident throughout the book. 

A love letter to desserts. 

Thirty-year-old  is a freelance recipe developer, food photographer, food Maja Vase

stylist and food writer. She is a regular contributor to  ,  , Politiken Alt for damerne Mad & 

 and  . She is also the driving force behind the digital magazine Venner Mad og Bolig

 , which in future will also come out in print. Maja has a strong Magasinet Lækkerier

presence on social media: 144,000 followers on Instagram, 6,174 followers on 

Facebook, 5,479 followers on Bloglovin’ and approximately 3,500 hits per day to her 

blog, www.chocolat.dk. 

With Anne au Chocolat, Maja Vase is the author of two additional books: Lykken er 

 (Happiness is Chocolate, 2014) and  (Happiness is Ice Cream, chokolade Lykken er is

2015). 

 

 , 31 years old, is behind the chocolate blog  , a Maja Ambeck Vase www.chocolat.dk

delicious universe of chocolate recipes and love of chocolate. Maja has been studying at 

the University of Copenhagen and works with communication at DanChurchAid.
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